A compact subset K of C" is called rationally convex if K can be identified with the set of continuous complex-valued nontrivial homomorphisms of the function algebra R(K), i.e. the algebra of uniform limits on K of restrictions to K of rational functions whose pole sets miss K. So K is rationally convex if and only if the rationally convex hull r(K) of K defined by r(K) = {x E C: \r(x)\^\\r \\ κ for all rational functions r not having poles on K} = {xEC": p(x)Ep(K) for every polynomial p} equals K. As usual || || κ denotes the supremum norm on K. A compact set K in C π is holomorphically convex if it is the space of continuous complex-valued nontrivial homomorphisms of H{K), the function algebra on K consisting of uniform limits on K of restrictions to K of functions holomorphic in a neighborhood of K. K is said to be a holomorphic set if K is a countable intersection of Stein manifolds in C n . We recall that a Stein manifold of dimension n is a complex analytic manifold such that the following three conditions are satisfied: Hol(M), the collection of holomorphic functions on M, separates the points of M; for every xEM there exist f u -,/" E Hol(M) such that f u •••,/" provide local coordinates at JC; Hol(M)-hull(X) = {JC E M: |/(JC)| 1 1/llκ for all /EHol(M)} is a compact subset of M for every compact subset K of M.
Note that an open subset of C" is Stein if the last condition is satisfied. Of primary importance is the property of Stein sets MCC", that the continuous homomorphism space of Hol(M) equals M. Using this fact and a characterization of holomorphically convex subsets of C n of Birtel, [2] , it is evident that holomorphic sets are holomorphically convex.
If K is a compact subset of C n , r(K), hc(K), hs(K) respectively denote the rationally convex hull of K, the smallest holomorphically convex set in C π containing K, and the smallest holomorphic set in C" containing K, the existence of which is shown in [11] , chapter III.
Let M be a complex analytic manifold. Mer(M) will be the collection of meromorphic functions on M, i.e. "functions" which locally are the quotient of two holomorphic functions, the denominator not identically zero on a component of its domain of definition. If M is Stein it can be shown that every meromorphic function on M is the quotient of two elements of Hol(M). If K is a compact subset of M, Mer(M)-hull(K) will denote the set of points in M at which | m (x) | ^ || m \\ κ for all m E Mer(M), m holomorphic near K.
We also need BirteΓs characterization of holomorphically convex sets in C π , [2]. Let Kbea compact subset of C". Let U be an open neighborhood of K and let E(U) be the continuous homomorphism space of Hol(l/). By a famous theorem of Bishop E(U) can be given the structure of a Stein manifold in such a way that Hol(t7) is isomorphic to Hol(£(l/)), the isomorphism given by /->/ where f(φ) = φ(f) for all φEE(U).
Note that E(U) coincides with t/, if U is Stein. Let Π: £([/)->C" be the map 
Proof. Suppose the theorem is false, then
A = Π {Π E(U), U open in C", UD M(Y,K)} is a subset of Y and A properly contains M(Y, K). Let x G Λ, x £ M(Y, K). There exist S C Y,E λ = u\u n UE(W\Z)) n E(w\z\ h x = i//°π, E 2 = E(w\z)\c\(u ι (nE(w\z) n c/')), h 2 = o.
Proof. Let x E Y\M(Y, K).
As in the proof of the previous theorem, let S, U 7 f,Z and U' be given. Choose a Stein manifold W containing Y such that Z Γ) W is contained in U' Π W. Solving a Cousin I problem on W we find a meromorphic function m on W such that m -1// is holomorphic on [/Π W and m is holomorphic on
W\c\(U'). Then the Stein manifold {y E W:|m(y)|<C} for C sufficiently large does not contain x and contains M(Y, K). Thus Λί( Y, ίί) is the intersection of all Stein manifolds containing
In the case Y is a holomorphic set which has a trivial second cohomology group with coefficients in the integers, we have the following characterization of M(Y 7 K): 
xfέr(M(Y,K)).
Hence M(Y,K) is rationally convex.
The next lemma has important consequences. In the literature appear at least three examples of holomorphic sets which are not rationally convex. First, Wermer in [10] gives an example of a set K which is the biholomorphic image of a polydisc in C 2 which is not polynomially convex: K = {(z b z 2 ,z 3 )EC 3 :2, = z, z 2 =zw, z 3 =w(zw-l), |z|^l, | w | =i 1}. Stolzenberg later in [8] shows that K is even not rationally convex and It is apparent from the preceding discussion that all three examples have a topological property in common: the second cohomology group of the rationally convex hull of the set with coefficients in the integers does not vanish. One might wonder whether it is possible to put purely topological conditions on a holomorphic set or its rationally convex hull to ensure that the set is rationally convex. Problem:
If K is a holomorphic set in C n and if H 2 (r(K);Z) = 0, is K then rationally convex? 2. A fat connected holomorphically convex set, not a holomorphic set. We will now give an example of a compact set X in C 3 which is holomorphically convex, but is not a holomorphic set. Moreover X will be connected and fat, i.e. X is the closure of its interior.
In [3] Bjόrk gives the following example of a holomorphically convex set in C 2 , not a holomorphic set:
He then imbeds this set in C 3 and connects up the components by thin spiral-like sets in order to get a holomorphically convex set, not a holomorphic set, which is connected but has no interior ( [3] ).
Consider the following subsets of the complex ί-plane:
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where n G N and a n , a n -> 0, are small positive numbers to be determined later.
To = {| t -11 == 1, Im t g0 = {| t -11 § 1, \e-" | ^ 1}
S n = {\ t + 2-4 "-1 1 i= 2" 4 "-', 11 + 2" 4 " I g 2" 4 "}, n G N T= U TnULJ S n .
We need two properties of the algebra R(T): t = 0 is a peak point for U(Γ), i.e. there exists f E R(T) with /(0) = 1 and |/(ί)|<l for all t ET, t/0. Furthermore for t E Q\{0}, where Q is one of the sets T n or S π , there exists f E R(T) with / = 0 on T\Q and f(t) = 1. This follows from the fact that every continuous function on T which is analytic in the interior of T can be approximated on T by rational functions with poles not meeting T.
Now define subsets of C 3 by
It is easily seen that β π , n ^ 0, is connected and is the closure of its interior. Our desired set X will be the union of the sets B n , n ^ 0, and sets A m n ^ 1, where Λ n connects B n and B n+b and such that A n Π {ί -0} C (B n U B n+1 ) Π {ί = 0} and z I ^ 2, I w I ^ 2, t E S n for (z, w, ί) E Λ n .
Define the function f n , analytic in a neighborhood of X as the branch of l/2τrilog2 4n+1 (ί + 2-4n -1 ) which is -(n -1) on B λ Π {ί = 0}, , -1 on βn-i Π {t = 0}, 0 on B n Π {ί = 0} and 1 on (X\(B λ U U JB Π )) Π {t = 0}. So, putting jβ n -2 4 " +1 (ί + 2-4 -1 ), / n (0=l/27r/log|j8j + l/27rar gi 8 n , where arg β n ranges on X from approximately -(n -1)2TΓ to approximately 2τr. Now on BiUA,U U A B . 2 UB H , arg/3 n < -3τr/2, hence Re3/ n <-9/4. Similarly on X^ U A! U U B n U A n \ Re3/ n > 9/4. Since | z \ ^ 2, | w | ^ 2 for (z, w, ί) E X, the zero sets of /z -3/ n and iw -3/ n do not meet X\(A n _ 2 UB Π U A π ).
Since f n = 0 on B n Π{t = 0} and z and w have no zeroes on B n , we can make α n (see the definition of T n ) sufficiently small to assure that the zero sets of iz -3/ n and iw -3/ n do not meet B n . We will construct the sets A n in such a way that the zero sets of iz -3f m iz -3f n+u iw -3/ n , iw -3/ π+ i do not meet Λ n . This means that g n = l/(iz -3/ π ) and h n = l/(/w -3/ n ) are holomorphic in a neighborhood of X, i.e. h n , g n E H(X).
We proceed with the construction of the sets A n . Consider the following inequalities defining A n . (1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
From (3) and (5) This shows ΔH(X) = X.
